
 
Ten Ideas For A More Calm, Peaceful, IVF Cycle 

There are many suggestions of how to improve your chances for a successful round of IVF. 
Everything from science-backed supplements and medications to the more untested and 
wacky things that your sister’s friend’s co-worker did once that definitely made the difference.  

The following ideas are the opposite of things to “do”. They are thoughts on how to “be”: Be 
gentle with yourself. Be thoughtful about what works for you. Be aware of what gives you 
positive, peaceful, energy - and what drains it. Try them all or just one, but make a habit of 
finding ways to care for yourself as you seek a more positive family building experience. 

1) Stay or get moving 

Are you a couch potato? Find the exercise restrictions of IVF stall 
you out? Get up and get moving. Gentle, low impact, exercise is 
generally fine for most women as they go through IVF.  

Are you an exercise queen? Your high impact workouts are not 
serving you right now and, if you’re going through stimulation, 
your doctor will tell you to avoid this type of exercise.  

Try gentle yoga, swimming, or walking to keep your body strong and 
moving during an IVF cycle. The key is to focus on exercise as restorative and relaxing. (Be 
sure to consult with your doctor about what exercise is best for you.) 

2) Speak kindly to yourself 

What have you told your body today? Have you thanked her for what she is doing? Or are you 
angry and frustrated, consistently sending negative messages? Things like “My eggs are bad”, 
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“I’m too old”, or “My body is failing me” can put you in a 
downward spiral. Consider instead what happens when you 
pause to appreciate what your body is doing. Is it strong? Is it 
healthy? Are all the vital organs functioning? Even just 
appreciating the fact that you are breathing can be a good 

start. 

Or, if you’re simply too tired, too bruised, too heavy - pause and 
listen. How can you respond to yourself in a way that’s cathartic, caring, 

and gentle? What would you say to a friend in this situation? Give yourself the same care. 

3) Create quiet moments 

Life moves fast. Going through fertility treatment can make us move faster, think more, our 
minds and bodies racing, racing, racing. 

Stop. 

Set aside a daily time to be still and quiet, to simply breathe. Schedule the time at a natural 
transition point in your day which will help make the quiet moment part of 
your routine.  

Try meditation or creating a mantra. Practice breathing exercises 
and identify trigger points where they’ll be most helpful. Write in 
a journal with no self-censorship but, instead, with a goal of 
capturing the racing thoughts so that you can still them. 

4) Be present 

So much of this journey is about the “what if” and the “when”. We create 
schedules and plans and then make contingency plans for each of them. 

Can you control what lies ahead? If yes - prepare and act. If no, then you are just worrying and 
creating stress. Don’t borrow trouble. Steer your focus, instead, to the day, the hour, or the 
moment ahead.  
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5) Practice gratitude 

If we see only the bad, the hard, and the disappointing on this 
journey we miss what gives us joy and perspective - two things we 
desperately need. 

Aim to make a daily list of things you are truly thankful for. It 
can be the same things every day or a whole new list. It can be 
any number. Some days it may take 10 minutes to find one, the 
next you may spend 30 minutes and still not feel you got them all.  

Just do it every day. You will soon recognize there is a lot that is right in 
your world. Use that as fuel to keep going. 

6) Switch one thing 

We’ve all heard the multitude of things to “do” that may improve your fertility. The list can feel 
more tedious than empowering. Focus instead on changing one thing that may not be helping 
to something more “fertility friendly.” 

For example: Swap out your morning cup of coffee for a cup of herbal or rooibos tea. Choose 
an apple over a bag of chips. Buy a natural cleaner for your house or beauty product for your 
body. You get the idea.  

Switching one thing may bring satisfaction from “checking the box”, or it may start you on a 
path to changing lots of things. Doesn’t matter…you decide what makes you feel in control. It 
is not about doing all the things; it is about a state of being. 

7) Visualize your body responding to treatment 

When you use your ability to see your body supporting your fertility, you become the director 
and guide, helping your body know what to do.  

Set aside time for guided imagery specific to fertility. Circle + Bloom (circlebloom.com) is a 
great resource. Or, you could write your own guided meditation. Focus on relaxing your body 
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and then visualizing the path of your medication and the 
results you want it to produce, or the response you want your 
body to have.  

Think about key moments like retrieval, transfer, or 
implantation and direct each system in your body to support 

your quest. 

8) Get perspective 

When we’re in the midst of treatment it is hard to remember what came before and what 
might come after. Our view narrows to where all we see, think, and feel is our desire to 
become pregnant. It is exhausting and can make the down times feel especially devastating. 

It is important to remember: This is not your forever. 

Try envisioning your life as a story, with the family building part one of many chapters. You 
have had many experiences that brought you to this point - and there will be 
many to follow.  

Or, think about your life as a journey with the family building 
portion a section of the road - but not the destination. 

Find the analogy that works for you and build that perspective 
into all that you do. 

9) Get outside 

Studies show that getting into nature boosts our well-being by reducing obsessive, negative 
thoughts. Doesn’t that sound nice? 

Make a point to get to a park, the woods, a nature preserve. The wilder and more natural the 
setting the better. Just walk, breathe, stand, or sit. Repeat.  
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Let nature slow your negative thoughts and introduce thoughts of wonder, peace, or 
appreciation. Notice the plants and how they respond to the wind. Listen for the sounds. 
Marvel at a creature. 

Breathe deeply and notice your mind slowing down. Make an effort to think of at least one 
positive thing before you leave. Repeat. 

10) Create support 

IVF is not something to go through alone. While you may not be up for telling 
friends or family, there are people who have been in your shoes who can 
help. Attend a yoga for fertility class or a local support group (find at 
resolve.org). Join a Facebook group or online community. Find a 
mentor through a group like FruitfulFertility (fruitfulfertility.org). 

And, of course, a fertility coach can provide support as well as a 
guiding hand, strategies to cope and calm, and encouragement 
for you to face each day of your fertility journey a little bit 
stronger. 

Visit MyFertilityCoach.com for more information and to schedule your 
complimentary coaching session. We look forward to helping you to have a 
calm, peaceful, IVF cycle.
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